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Bronze Age 
Wheel Pins 



Both visual art practice and free writing are ways of 
breaking new ground, proceeding from safe to 
uncharted territory. Patricia Leavy likens visual art 
production to keeping a journal, noting how it ‘opens 
up multiple meanings’. – Patricia Leavy, Method Meets 
Art: Arts-Based Research Practice (New York: Guilford 
Press, 2009), p. 215. 
 



‘Kestrel Bay 
looked just 

as she 
remembered 

it…’ 



‘…the Fool, dancing … at the 
edge of a cliff…’ 

‘The cards … had a sunburst 
design …’ 



‘My favourite was the Moon with her two faces, one bright, 
one hidden.’ 



‘… a … landscape [that] read like a map of someone else’s country.’  



‘… Freya’s life played 
on the screen  …’ 



My field trip to New Zealand in 2006 provided 
archival resources and imaginative geography for 
Freya’s early life and stories in The Wheel Pin.  

   



Taranaki province  with inset 
showing Maori tribes  

Elfrieda Blaess was 
born in Pungarehu 
in 1898 



Map of old Pungarehu village, Taranaki province, NZ 

Site of Gottlieb Blaess’s mission house, 
1897-1906 



Mount Egmont / Taranaki seen from the north 





Mount Taranaki seen from Pungarehu 





‘On an island far away stands a mountain, its crater capped 
with snow, its flanks clad in spoked ferns, tangled trees, and 

coloured lichens.’  



Lighthouse at Cape Egmont,  near Pungarehu  



Egmont National Park 



Pages from  
New Zealand 
Journal, 2006 





The sights, sounds and experiences of this journey 
undertaken with my Aboriginal relatives in 1997 
provided inspiration for Cat’s journey through 
central Australia to fictional settings on the Gulf 
country.  

   



‘Though she 
was prone to 
seasickness and 
not at all 
interested in 
fishing, Cat 
stuffed the 
brochure into 
her pocket …’ 



‘She bent her head to examine the map, and found the Macdonald 
River, a spidery line that meandered east and flowed into the gulf near a 

group of islands.’ 



‘My 
mother 
and uncle 
were 
taken 
away 
from here 
when 
they were 
kids’ 
(Merran). 



Waterhole at Gulf country outstation, NT 





Camp and swimming hole, Wearyan River, NT 



‘They don’t look like trees at all. More like aliens’ (Cat). 



‘…the circular corral of split logs where he penned his goats at night…’ 



Tamarind and Cycad trees near Wearyan River, NT 



‘…his empire of grass and trees, water and sky.’ 



‘She grew accustomed to the rhythm of the boat as it bumped and 
swung across the waves and even began to enjoy the sensation.’ 



‘Wandering along the beach, she found the pitted intertwining 
patterns of snake tracks in the sand.’  



Sketches from  
Borroloola Journal, 1997 



‘Lily would want to draw these, turn them into paintings.’  



‘Fishing … from the rocks by the shore.’ 



‘They heard the rhythmic thumping of a boat across the waves 
and the roar of an outboard motor.’ 



‘…we gaze across the water, watching with narrowed eyes for the 
green flash that is said to mark the moment of the sun’s 

disappearance.’ 
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